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Vyv’s Last Oath

One summer night in Mevevar the scout gave warning call.

That watchman’s bell rang o’er the feasts in Ivar’s grand mead hall.

Upon the stage before the throne, a ballad-bard did sing;

His tale he ceased when sentry came and this said to the king:

“On battlements I watched the north and saw this through the gloom:

Great fires burn on thane Seven’s lands with smoke that stains the moon.”

The king he said, “Brave Seven went to raid in foreign lands;

To save his home and aid his folk I call for willing hands.”

The first to stand was Vyv the Swift, a young but blooded man.

He held no lands, he owned no ships, but ‘fore him all foes ran.

“My lord,” he bowed, “You raised me here; gave rings and feast and fame.

I’ll save his home and aid his folk and do all in your name.”

An axe, Vyv took, and gleaming mail and twelve men battle-scarred.

And off they flew in dragon-ship beneath the wheeling stars.

They crossed the waves, they crossed the beach, they crossed the rolling hills

To Seven’s lands on pine-wood slopes of tall Mount Aravril.

The smoke it choked, the winds they howled, and darkness hemmed them in,

But on they pressed into the blaze, swords drawn and faces grim.

Near thirty found they in the fields or sprawling in the ash.

His boys, his girls, his slaves, his wife, all hewn with axes black.
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The rest they feared and looked they back to where they’d left the ship,

But Vyv the Swift, he trembled not, pride held him in its grip.

“No kin of mine was murdered here, nor was this house my own.

But if we let the Okris win, who next will lose his home?”

So spoke brave Vyv unto the rest. The men, they quailed no more.

In youthful fire- without a thought- an oath he quickly swore,

“On my own soul I vow: before the moon completes its fall,

I’ll cleanse our wood of demon-kin and slay them one and all.”

He charged that per’lous forest then, armed with raised axe and zeal.

With those rash words and steps, all Kingdom Forjvyn’s doom was sealed.

True woodsman he, Vyv found their trail- the fleeing terrors’ road.

The first he found like hunting hound; that demon’s heart he clove.

With shield he braved an ambuscade and 3 less now drew breath.

The fifth fled down a mountain path, but Vyv ran him to death.

In haunted grove two faced him next with bow and bone-wrought blade,

But none could match Vyv’s battle-skill and their blood stained the glade.

The last rode on a devil-wolf, his garb in blood was drowned.

This painted foe a king was marked by spreading, crow-winged crown.

When king saw death with axe in hand fast gaining from behind,

He knelt and groveled in the dirt, for cowards are his kind.

Again pride seized young Vyv- he who’d turned king into a slave.

In thoughts of wealth and glory Vyv forgot the oath he’d made.

With crow-horned king on leash, he gave a cheering triumph shout.

His men were gladdened when they heard, though still across the mount.

Then set the moon while in the dark yet lived one demon-kin.

His soul now lost, not Vyv returned but crow-fiend in his skin.
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Geometric Humanity

In my confused symmetry
and bent axises,

see the charcoal scribbles of the mathematicians
who tried to solve them,

and the lead blueprints of the architects
 who tried to realign them.
Among my jumbled angles

and funny planes,
I am.

-Rachel Narozniak
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On Not Becoming Too Human

I recall when I was little,
I’d smile and say hello
to each person I saw.

My mother, embarrassed after the third time
And I discouraged for the lack of an answer,

or gesture to acknowledge 
my naive existence,

was advised not to greet everyone
for some had grown too human

to return a kindness.
Bigger, though still little

when considered in a grander scope,
I try my damndest not to grow too human.
And people still don’t want to say hello.

-Rachel Narozniak
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The Thinker

I have lewd thoughts about the curves of your handwriting,
uncertain which of your imperfections I find the most enticing.
There is a section on my bookshelf waiting to be filled that is occupied by three vultures pa-
tiently waiting to feast on yesterday’s kill,
but I have been lying rotting in plain sight by my own free will, waiting to see what happens 
by to collect its free meal.
My narcissism is written by quill pen,
in red ink,
on my forehead,
and my list of role models shortens everyday
as they wind up dead.

I would dance in bare feet at a queen’s jubilee,
sleep, perchance dream of an existence that is not as it seems.
Cogito ergo sum—I think, therefore I am—I think, therefore I love—
the words seem as hollow as the promises I wrote for you on mist, while we kissed in the eter-
nal morning dew.
Perhaps that last bit is a part of the dream too,
along with the gilded strains of ghostly lyres,
but I stoke this eternal fire, as the burns on my heart prove.

I’ll take a victory lap of the cemetery if they bury you beside me.
Cogito ergo sum—I think, therefore I am—I think, therefore I love,
and thinking of you seems to be the only thing that I am capable of.

                        -Alexander Toke



Moon lit beach

light waves reflect only to 
light new waves

-Andrew Rivera
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Moonboy

Sunflowers come in June.
They don’t like the moon.
I always know.
A Stargirl told me so.

A Moonboy walked over
and said I was wrong—
the moon was everyone’s friend.

He cried two tears
and caught his fears; 
the stars envied him.

He picked up a leaf
and held it in the air.
Little bugs were crawling.

There are no bug people.

I looked at him,
the lonely Moonboy,
the only one I ever saw.

I don’t know the moons.
I hear they’re buffoons.
But stars can tell a lie.

Why are we so bad?
Making each other sad.
I just want to smile
and make you smile.

=]

-Nikko Espina
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Six Strangers
The wind was blowing westward while the seagulls leapt, the trajectory being altered slight, as if a celestial body 

was tugging on the bird. The air was entropic, whirling every which way while the sturdy beams of discolored steel held 
steadfast against the wind, holding off the barrage with bravado and confidence. The word EDISON blared from the over-
head incandescent light, the last vestige of the inherent mediocrity with a science a century or so old. Peculiarly, there were 
six individuals solemnly pondering the sadder things in life, waiting for their transport to carry them away from the troubles 
of hindsight. 

Tom, a round, unsavory guy with a wife, two children and a knack for living his life as if he shouldn’t, whistled a 
piercing echo that made everything in its vicinity to just generally be a little less pleasant. The wind sang along, picking up 
for the imperfection of its friend.

 Next to Tom was a guy who called himself “Mickey.” It was a very popular theory among his friends, however 
close they might be that his real name was something else. They didn’t know what it could be but the consensus was come 
to that “Mickey” was just a nickname. Skinny and workmanlike, Mickey had most of the qualities of the steel beams. Per-
vading through the air was the imposing nature of Mickey’s height. He wasn’t too tall, just tall enough to make you pause. 
He had shifty hands and took up camp in the same general area as Tom. Though they were not acquaintances. 

The lamplight hovered overhead, watching life take place in brooding position, letting the sinister connotations of 
its being envelop it and radiate out into the heavens. On the perimeter of light there were about two square feet of granite 
separating them from a woman named Tracy. She was a card-carrying member of the generation of Springsteen, a Jersey 
Girl through and through. She quickly found out that who she is was all she would ever be, and she was okay with that. 
The waves of culture move persistently and are not concerned for the old. Her face was covered with age, her cheek bones 
showing most. Her caked up eyes did the opposite of their intention and she must have looked at least ten years older. On 
the inside Tracy was the inverse, ready to journey a life that goes on into the infinite haze of time. She had her demons, like 
the rest, but had a way about her that made you believe she had conciliated with whatever demons unholy and the like. 

The smoke from her cigarette, heavy with the ether of New Jersey, fell to the tracks, judging the metal path that 
ran parallel through infinity quite condescendingly before giving way to its own weight and dissipating into the soup of air 
that lay at the foot of an unassuming and fragile young woman. She wasn’t really a woman, just a mere girl, but she had the 
confidence of those steel girders, whatever that means. Her name was Hailey and she was from Montana, or Ohio. She came 
in the search of a promised land and instead found a bestial gauntlet that she had not prepared for, and it left her beaten. Not 
on the outside, it would never be considered necessary. Her wounds festered on the psyche and only she was familiar with 
the kind of hell that was her lot to bear. She was different from the world but a part of it all the same. Hailey had done some-
thing that has been long thought impossible for someone like her, someone as she is, and that was to stubbornly grasp the 
last sliver of innocence she was allotted in her “tragic” life, even though she knew real tragedy could never befall her save 
for her last moments. She was dead inside, cold and numb as the look on her face.
 

Opposite of Hailey, straight across the platform, stood a business-like gentleman that went by Ed even though 
everyone called him Edward. He was stoic, idealistic, and old. Being old was probably what he was best known for. The 
principles that guided Ed through life were the same principles that led righteous men to do glorious things and it seemed 
to Ed that somehow he had been cheated. Ed was at the stage of his life, the last stage of his life, which made his family his 
top priority. They were the family that was happy. Ed stood, staring at the cast of characters assembling on the platform op-
posite, wondering to himself why the stars don’t come out at night anymore. 

As Ed was surveying the scene in front of him a vagrant, who hadn’t said his name in so long he forgot he had one, 
was beginning to walk down the straight path of the platform. Limping ferociously, causing a rough scene for Ed, the va-
grant made his way towards the congregation of unsuspecting strangers that stood on the platform in summer’s twilight. The 
vagrant reached Hailey first. He gave her a piercing glance and smiled perversely to himself. 

“Ha ha! Young lady, how would you like to take an old man out for a night on the town?!” His voice bellowed 
through the empty streets of another place. Hailey stood there, petrified, swallowing herself in her own reactionary fear. 
“Hey! Why don’t you leave her alone,” yelled Tom, who was making his way over to the scene laboriously. “Get the fuck 
out of here.” Tom said this as if he had said it a million times. 

“Oh, come, come. I can’t hurt anyone… Hey! You know what stars are made of?” 
“What the stars are made of? What the hell? Get out of here, why are you asking these stupid questions?”
“I paid for my ticket just like everyone else and I’ve got a train to catch anyway. So I’m here for the long haul. Say, 

do you want to know what stars are made of?” 
“No I don’t, leave the young lady alone.” 
With this Tom shuffled over to the railing that was supporting his weight before he had to save the day. Hailey was 

frozen in time, still looking at the man who knew what stars were made of. 
“Hey, I wanna know what stars are made of,” said Tracy in a commanding, nasal tone, all the while stealing quick 

glances at Tom. “Aren’t they just, like, fire or some shit?”
“Ha! Fire she says. Stars are fire. Or some shit. Stars ARE fire if you don’t think about it long enough. No, stars are 

made up of you and me. I’m a star, you’re a star, and even that fat asshole is a star if you look far enough. I’m not crazy, it’s 
science, if you believe hard enough.”



“I know for a fact I’m not a star, and I know that stars are hot, and I know a bunch of other things that would lead 
me to believe that I’m not a star. What are you getting at? I know what you’re getting at. I know exactly what you’re getting 
at.”

“You don’t know the first thing about me. Or where I’m arriving. You don’t know half the things that you know and 
the other stuff you were told. Tell me, have you ever figured anything out?”

“Figured anything out? Like what? Sure, I figure out things, plenty of shit.”
“No, no, I mean, have you ever figured out something? I know that you know things; anyone with a brain could do 

that. No, I mean do you know anything that you haven’t directly been told, have you ever been able to infer anything?”
That got Tracy fired up. She walked over to the putrid, scarred, aluminum trash can, picked up one of those check-

ered paper bowls that you put French fries in and a dirty rag, and hurled them at the vagrant. She was disgusted in the most 
universal sense of the word. She was disgusted by the vagrant, disgusted by the trash and probably most confusingly, dis-
gusted with herself. It was the filthiest that she had felt in a long time. She walked over to Tom, who started consoling her 
in the only way that it could possibly seem like he cared, which he, more certainly than anything that he ever decided upon, 
did not. 

“Ooooh. Oh! Ooooooh. Throw filth at the filth, eh? Okay. The Lord’ll put you out of your misery someday. Glad 
I won’t be around to see it. I’ve got a train to catch, on my way, going out Californee way,” the vagrant said to no one in 
particular. 

As the vagrant made his affairs the knowledge of the people on the platform a slight, cool breeze began to formulate 
out of the chaos of the wind. The resplendent silence that formerly characterized the strangers on the platform was no more 
and, nervous with anticipation, Mickey ran over, stick like and robotically, to the vagrant who was at this point crying and 
convulsing on the floor as a child does because of some slight provocation. 

“Hey, dude, could you just chill out? Like come on dude, nobody wants to have to see this,” said Mickey, calmly as 
the stillness of the metal path. 

“That’s the problem now, ain’t it? No one wants to see nothing. We create these ….perfect worlds for ourselves 
now. No one got to see a dying man, no one got to see the effects of their actions. Everything’s screwy and everyone’s okay 
with it. Allow me to show you some humanity.” 

“I’ve seen plenty of humanity in my time, this is not it. This is pathetic,” Mickey ran his hands through his long, 
greasy hair trying to keep it from making him look like a fool in his moment of action. “Look, do you know where you’re 
going? This train doesn’t go out to California. Hell, it doesn’t go much farther than a couple of stops.”

“Hell, I’m going out Californee way and you ain’t going to stop me. I know my rights and I got a ticket. A ticket 
goddamnit! Why don’t no one understand my god given rights.”

Just as the vagrant finished a train came whizzing by on the middle track, moving faster than people were prepared 
to go. The bond of calm, silent, cool wind was broken by the piercing metal phallus of the train, and all the essence of that 
wind soon dissipated and interminably was for naught. Hailey, who up until this point stood frozen with her gaze fixed on 
an awkward branch hanging from a tree in the distance, rustling, collected herself and sharply turned her head towards the 
scene unfolding between the vagrant and Mickey. Mickey, uninterested in fully investing himself into the situation, backed 
off, rubbed the stubble of his face for a while, and just wandered away as if put under some kind of summer night’s trance. 

“I know what you mean,” said Hailey distantly. She was studying the vagrant as if she were studying a book, com-
pletely unafraid of what she would find because she would know it were the truth. She continued, “When you say that stars 
are made of us, you mean that we are made of stars, right? It’s funny, how most people don’t think about the implications of 
their being. I mean, take me, it would be impossible for me to understand all the circumstances that led to me being a thing, 
but here I am. And I should try to at least appreciate what made me. It’s kind of cool, huh, how we’re all stardust and all; 
how over billions of years unfathomably large amounts of hydrogen and helium have been churning away somewhere off in 
the great beyond, with each single interaction eventually leading to us. It makes me feel important, even in a small sort of 
way. I like being stardust, it reminds that there are bigger things out there that concern me, and that I matter. I mean, I don’t 
matter in the way that the cure for cancer matters or how surviving matters, but I matter, at least a little bit, to the heavens. 
I don’t mean the heavens heavens, I just mean the universe heavens. It’s nice to know that I and everything around me are 
the results of completely random processes and huge bursts of energy. Every time I think of a star going supernova and all 
kablow-y I think of an earth being born or a family fighting because they love each other.” 

“What? Huh? Ha! Ha…. What? Leave a poor old bastard like myself to be! Don’t torture me with your science 
fiction… you damned kid. You’ll see, when I’m in Californee and the only thing I got to worry about is if I’m getting too 
much sun. That’s when I’ll talk to you about being stars. Hell, I’ll be six feet under if you start that up again. Go on Go!”

At this the unassuming girl charged down the platform, wailing as if she had just been struck by the tip of a ser-
pent’s malicious tongue. The noise of frantic footsteps and palindromic wailing echoed past places forgotten and ceased to 
be once out of earshot. 

Drowning out the silence left over by the girl’s screams was the whirring of an impending train. Watching his step, 
Ed walked aboard and began to read the next day’s news, feeling confident that his question was answered.  

-James Deloughery



Sexy Poem 

Seductive, warm breath,
His kiss was fiery hot.
Seeds pepper his lips  

     -Alyssa Bauer

Paradox: A Painted Paradise

Soft dew does coat the sublunar’ flowers,
The careless winds do swirl tender petals
Along the glossy grass, a blissful bow’r;
The graceful dance in harmony settles. 

Brushèd blue skies softly meld with the sea, 
Sunlit orbs twinkle, scatter on the waves;

The fan brushed clouds on easel sky are free. 
Magnificent splendor, compelled t’ behave. 

A Paradise drowned by earthly splendor;
Betrays a rich hand writ heaven by earth.

How could a man beyond this earth render,
A place goodly, Well-Read man, ever mirth?

Truly abstract, idea with no real hint,
One in true search no knowledge must admit.

     -Alyssa Bauer 
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The Fire Disused

Bad news.
An ape’s snarl:
Savage, fierce.
Pure, the hot flash
Of dragon’s breath.
Naught left
But smoldering ash
In mind’s flames.
Does passion show?
No, no!
Not a sign.
This ape is clothed,
Masked, tamed.
Cool and calm,
Gives morning’s yawn.
Ferocity,
He hides again.
Disused remain
The fires within.

  -Matthew Hartman
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Tough Tweed

Listen up boys with glistening patches of thin facial wire

Don’t boast or brag about stubbly necks, your beard is yet a squire

You look like cracked sidewalks with weeds that keep creeping

Learn to respect and fear the beard, or else you’re missing the meaning

Facial hair must be grown only by the committed and able

A chin half bare and half growth is as good as half of a table

Beards grown by men with stories told just by their eyes

A beard is strong like the owl is wise 

Twirling spindles of starchy tweed, that audibly ruffle around

Like thick forest vines that spiral together and can’t be cut down  
A thousand small snakes coiling up toward one single face  

Is holds secrets of knights nobility shown at first sight 
Behold its awesome might! 

          -Andrew Rivera
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Skipping Stones

Today I walked past Seminary Place,
left a half-eaten  grilled cheese on my plate
and thought about stars,
and thought about Mars,
and thought about how much that I love you.
—
The wind blew cold and it bit my nose,
splashing empty puddles on my ripped pantyhose.
Laughing hysterical, thinking the sun is a fucking miracle,
I forgot my blues and my late library book dues.
I am not a sad girl-who?
I have you- a tree sapling, a cartographer mapping kisses,
helping wash the dishes.
I feel my heart mending like a patch on your favorite pair of jeans-
I mean,
we are all human with our own imperfect philosophies.
—
I smoked a jazz cigarette last night and drowned myself in wine the other night
because sometimes I still get those under-the-bed frights.
I’ll sing you a lullaby, and we will free fly,
falling so high.
—
I’m not good at this word play,
My language is a mix of broken board games.
I’m a disaster, sinking faster,
my teeth in the flesh of your boyish shoulder.
Simply pleasure, fucking faster.
I hate hangnails and an empty voicemail.
I’ll let you tuck me in bed and I’ll give you head,
if you promise to stay in the morning.
—
I cover my scars with construction  paper whispers.
I’m not a virgin little sister,
So come kiss me like a Mrs.
And I’ll write my thesis about it.
—
Today I walked past Seminary Place,
baptized myself with used snowflakes and lace.
Memorizing your face, I found grace
and embraced the words you spake
for the first time under a street light with the car parked,
and our hearts marked.

         -Samantha Vargas 15







Tips and Tails 
 
 

The golden spindles of her hair rustle through the rough tips of his fingers. His hands, cracked 
and pale, catch the strands in the groves of his arched prints.  She pants and lies flat, with a 
jingle of chains and tags, on the ground below his feet.  The cold barren earth is firm with 

brown crumbles of dirt and starchy leaves. Dark vibrant reds mix with mellow yellows lying 
beside her, complementing her hair.  A white alpine chair cradles the man’s figure. The man; 
dressed in big brown boots, slick pants, and a coat and hat that match.  Tilting his head up 

and back, like a balloon with a pin whole slowly releasing tension and deflating, to touch the 
high backed chair.  Letting him rest his head to gaze up through the low hanging branches of 

a dog-wood right up to the tops of oaks.  A stiff breeze pushes through the canopy of changing 
leaves, swooping through and around the branches. With his hands grasping a steaming cup of 
frothy cocoa a light glow radiates up his arm, and then taking a swig down his gullet settling 
in the warming basin of his stomach, he stares out over the still pond. The wisp and flick of 

his arm is audible over the lingering rustle of seasonal arbor as he flung a stick out toward the 
fence.  It span tail over tip with a flurry of activity as it bounces off the dirt.  Her head lifts mid 

throw, and she promptly takes a leap upward and bounds toward it. Trotting back she drops 
her head and lays it next to his outstretched hand.  He pauses and let out a sigh of freedom 

and serenity, holding every iota of this precious moment in his highest appreciation.  He lets 
out a soft “good girl” as his hand falls back to her side.  The golden spindles of her hair rustle 

through the rough tips of his fingers.

        -Andrew Rivera 
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1) “Oh, how are you?”
“Great, what about you?”
“What would you like?”
“Oh I’ll take the lo mein-”
“And the general Tso’s?”
“Right. And an orange soda, no ice.”
“No ice?”
Nod. “How was your weekend?”
“Right. $8.75”
“Thank you.”
“Thank you, haveaniceday”
“Yep, thanks, you too.”

It was true love.

2)  “So basically,” Wiglaf explained over a tankard, “I fought a dragon. You’re scared of a 
bunch of Swedes with pointed sticks. I wouldn’t want the job even if you hadn’t stabbed 
the last guy to take it in the back. I’m gonna go write the best resume ever. Also: the hell 
with you.”

3) “Hey, here’s the reason your life sucks,” he suddenly explained, “Everything you say is 
boring.”

 She looked around the bus for an escape route. Full.
 “You should say, like, cavalcade more often. And ambuscade for that matter. Really 
anything ending in ‘cade.’” He climbed out the window, “Also, try shouting ‘Blast’ when 
things go wrong.”

         -Matthew Hartman

True Love, Wiglaf, and the Reason Your Life Sucks



The Maelstrom

The water is rising,
a great maw is open in the sea.

Charybdis, Charybdis,
who was he that spurned your kiss?

Who was he that left you ‘lone,
a blackened pit of sharpened stone,
beset by swirling, raging seafoam?

I look, and I see a lover,
a ferocious embrace deserving of another.

But all these men are unworthy to be the lover of thee,
oh sapphire smile sparkling in the sea.

Do not take this ship, Charybdis,
 do not waste your time to sate your ire.

I will make you come to me,
and if my sacrifice need be done,
Charybdis I will take the plunge.

Into your heart of darkness,
sinking deeper, deeper, deeper,

so close that you can take my love,
imparted in a whisper.

Whispers in a sea full of fishes,
affection lost—into the maelstrom tossed,

I know I will not find your heart a rift.
Oh Charybdis, I see the swirling mists behind 

which you hide your pain,
and though, Charybdis, it may be in vain—I

 long to return your kiss.

       -Alexander Toke20
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I walked around in the picturesque ambiance of Central Park 
no one cared about me

I wandered and trudged about on the busy streets
no one cared about me 

I timidly asked hurrying passersby for some change
no one cared about me 

I sat on the wet doorstep blankly staring at the large crowd
no one cared about me

I lied down, resting my head against the cold wall in the filthy subway platform
no one cared about me

I suddenly collapsed and died in the colorful pedestrian plaza in Time Square
and everyone was looking at me

-Henry Chen

Burning Gasoline

On the road of life, 
My car idles. I wait, and 

pray for a green light.

-Rachel Narozniak
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For Pretty Things

Exploring a city in a post-apocalyptic world for the first time, Ashlyn has been introduced to—and befriended—a zom-
biekind named Michael. Thinking Michael is stolen property, a strange woman has attacked them both, and Ashlyn’s 
friend Dryden has been forced to intercede in order to save her life, and to promise to throw her into the arena. Now 

they ponder how Ashlyn can survive, and it looks like fighting Michael is the only way…

 “At least this way if I lost I might actually survive it…” I say, and Michael nods.
 Dryden sighs and scratches the back of his head. After a long breath in, he says, “I don’t like it, but I don’t 
know what else there is to do. If we smuggle you out, Goliath will hunt you down. If we kill her, we might ruin an 
entire economy. I guess having the two of you fight is better than having Ash face off against someone else…”
 I frown. “You sound like you’re actually worried about this. What’s wrong with me and Michael fighting?”
 “God, Ash, are you actually stupid or something?” Dryden says, rubbing his face. He barely seems alive. After 
a few seconds, Tally cuts in.
 “Miss Ashlyn,” she says, “To be a convincing fight, you have to hurt each other. If Birdie cuts you, there’s a 
chance you’ll get infected too.”
 I gulp. That can’t happen. I know Dryden can’t really make a cure for becoming zombiekind, and even if he 
could it’d take forever. I might deteriorate by then, and there’d be nothing left but my hands, little and spotted, rotting 
and purple. Quietly, I say, “And there’s no other way?”
 “I can’t come up with any,” Dryden admits reluctantly. “You may not need to fight immediately, but it will 
have to be a real one when it happens…”
 I shudder, and a twinge of pain runs through my side. I’d almost forgotten the wound Goliath gave me. “Can 
we do something about this?” I ask.
 “Right!” Dryden exclaims. The two listless zombiekind on the couch start to rise, but he waves them down 
and stands up himself, moving over to the little counter and sink. “I know you’re used to treating each other, but we 
don’t want to accidentally get her sick.” He opens a little cabinet over the countertop and pulls out a roll of bandages 
and a vial of some unidentifiable liquid.
 “What the hell’s that?” I ask.
 “A disinfectant,” Dryden says, smiling. His face is practically radiant as he says, “Sit down. We can’t do this 
while you’re standing, and I don’t know how bad that is.”
 I want to suggest lying down for this, but as I eye the ground I think better of it. Instead I take a seat on the 
little stool next to the counter. Dryden keeps taking things out of the cabinet. I guess he’s preparing a proper dressing 
for the wound? At home I never saw anyone get wounded, except by a zombiekind, and then there wasn’t much point 
treating it.
 None of the zombiekind say anything, but I can feel Michael eyeing me. I sit and wait for Dryden uncomfort-
ably and try to picture myself in the arena. Michael’s so sweet and polite, much nicer than any healthy human I’ve 
ever met. I can’t imagine trying to hurt him, even if it’s all a show. And I’m sure he doesn’t want to hurt me, even if it 
takes weeks for this wound to get better and he gets ages to practice. But I’d sure as hell rather fight him than Goliath, 
or a stranger, and I guess I’d rather risk getting hurt than mess up any of the stuff Dryden was talking about earlier…
 Dryden walks up to me and kneels down. He lifts my shirt up just enough to reveal the wound Goliath made 
and says, in a stern voice I’ve never heard from him before, “Hold that there.”
 As he applies ointments and cloths to my side I have to try not to gasp. It hurts a lot more than I thought it 
would, and I can tell it’s bothering Dryden to do this. Looking into his eyes I see grimness, anger, worry…and I start 
to realize there really is no way out. This is it.



 “What’s going to happ—augh!” I yell, doubling over. For a moment the world goes black around me. I can 
hear Dryden yelling, “Ash!” and feel the pressure on my side let off, leaving me with nothing but the stinging, intensi-
fied pain of my wound. I’d curse Goliath if I could breathe.
 “Ashashashohmygodash” Dryden says all at once. Somebody tries to shush him. I feel cold, doughy hands at 
my side, and then Michael’s voice murmuring. Dryden doesn’t like whatever he’s just heard—he practically screeches, 
“No!”
Slowly I try to take in a sharp, deep breath. The pain doesn’t recede, but the darkness does a little. Dryden’s being held 
by Tally, who looks as soothing as a zombiekind can. Michael is kneeling on the ground next to me, his half-rotted 
face eye level with my wound, and pale. As I try to sit up, Dryden breaks out of Tally’s grasp and puts his arms round 
my shoulders. “Hell,” he says.
 “What’s wrong?” I pant. Dryden’s hands are warm. Normally I’d try to swat him away—I don’t need pointless 
support, I’m not squishy—but right now…he’s warm.
 “That…that cunt,” Dryden sputters. Michael sighs.
 Before I can ask again, Michael says, “I think Goliath hit you with a tainted weapon. The bit around the 
wound is…wrong. You’ve been infected.”
 “Oh,” I say. The wound twinges. I feel very small. For a few moments everyone is silent.
 Dryden says, “I think we can work this.”
 I don’t say anything. If the crazy golden con man wants to talk, let him talk.
 Michael looks at Dryden with something less than respect. I bet he’s never done that before. Even the rot in his 
cheeks seems angry as he says, “Magpie, look at her, she’s upset. You can’t just ‘work’ this. She needs to adjust.”
 “I know,” Dryden says quietly. He squeezes my shoulder, takes a deep breath, and adds, “But just imagine—
if we sent Ash into the ring, clearly wounded, saying it was at Goliath’s request. And then Ash gives the good fight 
anyway—think of the sponsors she’d get out of the audience. She wouldn’t even be at risk of contracting the disease, 
now…”
 I grit my teeth. “You’re insane,” I say. “I can’t fight like this. I’m not sure I can stand like this.”
 “Think of what it does to the industry!” Dryden prods.
 I wave Dryden and Michael both away from me and pull my shirt down over the half-dressed wound. “What 
does it do to the industry?”
 “Injects empathy, Ash,” Dryden answers. “No one wants to see an injured little girl fight zombiekin and lose—
and yes, you are a little girl. You’d shake everyone up. People would start thinking about why they’re here betting in 
the first place.”
 I take a deep breath and stand, leaning on the chair. Michael says begrudgingly, “Magpie’s got a point.”
 Fucking Dryden. I can tell he’s only bringing it up to convince me, I can tell he hates the idea of fucking up 
the fighting industry, that the last thing he wants is for the industry—his industry—to implode. But even as I can tell 
all that, it doesn’t matter. “So what happens if I get sponsors?” I ask.
 Dryden grins wryly. The crow’s feet under his eyes wrinkle up. “Funding. Gets us that much closer to a cure. 
Kip will work twice as hard knowing it got to you, you know that.”
 I sigh and bite my lip. Michael, his grainy face ashen, is nodding. Dryden, staring straight at me is a knot of 
different expressions—his lips are flat and taut, eyebrows knit eyes almost watering. Finally, I say it: “I’m in.”

**************************

 Before the fights start, the hallway to the arena is filled with eyes in the gloom—zombie eyes, mutant eyes, 
recruiter eyes—it feels like even the hands crawling up among the pipes have eyes. Dryden looks tired. When we get 
to the arena door, he smiles sadly and kisses the top of my head. “Whatever happens, you’re gonna do great,” he tells 
me.
 “I know.” I glare at him and nod, mussing my hair so it’s standing up.
 “I have to go now, talk up the crowd,” he says softly. “Remember, you come when I say your stage name—”
 “Silver. I know,” I say.
 He nods, opening the door just enough to slip through, and disappears into the arena. I think I hear a whis-
pered “sorry” before I am alone in the cramped hallway. The door is still open just a crack, but the way ahead is dark.
 “I’ll be fine,” I say to the black and empty doorway.

           This is the end of “For Pretty Things.” To see what the author has to say about it, please check out our website.







Adalhard’s Saga
 At long last, the truth has been laid bare: it was Nikomedes- a renowned Kyros graduate- who was behind Theron and 
Anaxagoras the Silent Man and Captain Heron and others in the scheme against Kyros and its students that culminated in the 
massacre. Adalhard and his companions sped their way to Argios, where Nikomedes has reappeared, to confront him.
 Not far from the grand capital with its gleaming palaces on the hillsides, Argios was a small and flattish isle with al-
most nothing on it but light palm forest and the country villas of wealthy men. Like Nikomedes.
 Such villages as the island had- most of them just growing grapes and the like to cater to wealthy locals- were full 
of heralds announcing his triumphant return and proclaiming him the savior of the kingdom from a Kyrosian plot. It seemed 
Nikomedes was holding feasts in his own and the king’s honor; the island was thronged and trampled by guests invited and 
otherwise- particularly near Nikomedes’s residence on the western area of the isle.
 With so many different people around- and so many little boats and skiffs about the coasts- he and Bowline had drawn 
little attention as they walked overland to a dell not far from the small villa. Adalhard was glad to see that this was unwalled 
and lightly guarded at best, a house and not a fortress. There were far too many people about to strike now- and besides Cap-
tain Xenophon had said he’d be bringing help- so instead he and Bowline sat down in the shade of a leafy palm out of the way 
of the crowds and waited for the captain to find them.
 The little sailor dozed while Adalhard kept a careful watch. They had had little sleep in the last few days- the captain 
had seemed to need them to attend to parts of the ship constantly as the Sea-Foam traveled- but this close to the enemy’s lair 
was no place to let down his guard. Captain Xenophon had not returned by the time Bowline awoke, but that was of little con-
cern since the northern warrior had decided to wait for cover of darkness anyway.
 “Hey, Adalhard,” Bowline finally asked, “What’s your plan?”
 Adalhard was quiet for a moment, making sure there was no one around to hear and thinking it over besides, “Wait till 
the Captain gets back.” Then he jerked his head at the distant manor, “I’m more concerned about what his plan is.”
 Bowline shrugged, “Huge dinner party till sundown. Quite a few bigwig officials by the sound of it.” In answer to 
Adalhard’s querying stare he rolled his eyes, “Yes I can listen to people and walk at the same time. You should know that by 
now.”
 “I’ll wait until the guests leave,” Adalhard tried to make this beginning sound like a full plan, “But what’s he after 
anyway?”
 The shade had shifted and Bowline now moved with it, “Power. Influence. Maybe the throne after the king dies, he 
hasn’t named an heir yet. Just an unusual means to the commonest of desires.”
 Although he’d asked before, Adalhard had to ask it again, “All of it?”
 Bowline hadn’t seemed to tire of answering him yet, “That’s the way it looks. Make up a treasonous conspiracy and 
make a patriotic name ‘stopping’ it. No one trusts the Kyrosians to begin with: too many foreigners and no one likes a merce-
nary. Or an assassin. Kings like them least of all. So he wins the king’s favor and gets the people’s attention. It costs money but 
he gets authority and royal trust. And that’s power even if he never does get to be heir.”
 Adalhard sat in silence for a while. “I won’t let him. None of it.”
 “We won’t. And speaking of we, here’s the Captain,” Bowline stood respectfully.
 Adalhard did as well, blinking against the evening sunlight that cast into his eyes. There was Xenophon alright, but 
with another man behind him. A man tall but wiry with a well-worn shield on his back and arms as dark and hard as jet- Pahn-
sj, Adalhard recognized him at last as his eyes cleared. The old, southern mercenary looked to have made a full recovery and a 
grim smile played about his lips. “It seems I’m the help you’ve been waiting for, warrior. I expect fighting at your side will be 
as interesting as ever.”
 “Your help is most welcome, honored Pahnsj,” Adalhard bowed.
 “Pahnsj is the only fighting man I’ve employed before in the area. I could hire more for you, but I assumed you 
wouldn’t want the kind of attention that would attract,” the captain explained.
 Adalhard nodded, “The three of us will be sufficient. Thank you for all your help.”
 “Hey, I’m coming too- oh you meant me,” Bowline broke in.
 “Yes,” Adalhard nodded less solemnly, “I’ll be counting on you. But you can come only on one condition.”
 * * * * * * * * * * * * 
 Group by group the lights had begun to go out and the guests, noisy with excitement and drink, had left on their horses 
or in their palanquins. As the lights and sound died down and a moonless evening gloom set in, the three would-be assassins 
crept closer through the trees that reached nearly to the manor. They waited there in the dark and stillness for most of an hour 
after the last guest left to be sure there were no more.
 By unspoken consensus, Adalhard reached a pale hand for the door. As he’d hoped, the departing guests had not barred 
it and he crept into the dark room. A fine carpet further muffled his footfalls. Although details were impossible to make out, it 
was clear this was a richly decorated room indeed. 
 Adalhard waited by a door that hung slightly ajar while the others approached. The light of several lamps was faintly 
streaming through the opening. Peeking around it, he saw what he’d hoped and dreaded: the Silent Man standing guard alone 
in what looked like a small antechamber with only a single other door. Adalhard pantomimed that there was 1 guard and then 
readied himself to charge.
 With Pahnsj just behind, he threw open the door and rushed into the room, shield before him and sword at the ready. 
Anaxagoras too had been Kyros trained and he reacted in time to put a small table between himself and his blonde adversary. 
Seeing the Silent Man’s hands move, Adalhard surprised him by kneeing the table into his chest with prodigious strength and 
slashed his left wrist to the bone with one fierce swipe.
 The Silent Man doubled over and rolled on the ground but made no sound other than a gasp of air. Adalhard saw that 
he held no weapon to be disarmed of when Anaxagoras frantically put up his hands to surrender. In the light of the lamps that 
had been on other tables, Adalhard could see the man’s eyes were wide with terror. And then he saw the Silent Man’s gasping 



mouth had no tongue, just a stump where one had been cruelly cut out. Grabbing the man’s chin, he saw pale and jagged scars 
where his vocal cords had been severed. 
 Adalhard stopped so suddenly that Panhsj nearly tripped over him. The warrior was of two minds. Here was his en-
emy, a notorious killer and criminal who had done nothing but take advantage of mercy and hesitation before. And yet seeing 
at last that his silence was not by choice and the fearful way Anaxagoras eyed the final door, Adalhard felt himself moved to 
strange pity. He wondered what secrets of Nikomedes the man had tried to speak to be so mutilated and whether it had been his 
own wickedness or mortal fear of that man with fingers and ears throughout the Kyrosian underworld that had kept him on this 
criminal course. Had he even at first joined Nikomedes of his own free will or had he been deceived or pressed into service?
 Adalhard hesitated long, but Anaxagoras made no move against him or even to staunch the bleeding of his arm. He 
just looked in fear back between Adalhard and the door. 
 “He’ll live,” Adalhard said, speaking of the wound but with a voice sounding of prophecy, “But that arm will never 
hold a shield again.” He looked back at Pahnsj and Bowline, waiting with weapons aimed at the door, “He’s done great wrong 
and he’s injured you but his part in my story is over.” Adalhard snatched the Silent Man’s xiphos out of its sheath and handed 
it over to Pahnsj, “Do what you will with him, Pahnsj. Nikomedes is in that room, I’d wager. Come in with me if you wish but 
don’t try to fight him. He’ll kill you.”
 Adalhard stood and readied to open Nikomedes’s door. As he threw open the wooden portal, a knife came whis-
tling out at leg level. Adalhard was safely behind the door though and now surged around it, blade at the ready. The room was 
brighter lit but long curtains down to the floor had been drawn across all the windows. Nikomedes was standing at the ready, a 
long xiphos gleaming in his left hand and a broad wooden shield embossed with what must be his crest in gold on his right. He 
was a little, balding man with eyes hard and sharp as his blade and he moved like a cat on his bare brown feet.
 Neither spoke as Adalhard adjusted his stance to deal with a left-handed swordsman and approached, weaving back 
and forth unpredictably among the chairs and little tables set up in this study. Nikomedes did much the same, occasionally 
feinting at him in practiced patterns and once pretending to stumble. 
 With his back to a shelf full of scrolls in little square berths, Adalhard struck. He caught his foot on one of the legs of a 
nearby decorative table and flung it at Nikomedes’s legs as he charged, a white vase crashing to the floor behind him.
 Instead of blocking low as Adalhard had hoped, Nikomedes dodged to his right- but that still lessened the cover of his 
shield. As their blades clashed again and again, Adalhard moved swiftly to keep Nikomedes from turning to face him properly. 
He could hear Bowline and Pahnsj about to thunder into the room but ignored them. Nikomedes was as skilled a man as he’d 
ever fenced with and he had neither the breath nor the time to deal with anything else.
 The little man was maneuvering oddly, focusing more on moving across the room than on positioning himself to strike 
back properly.
 Parry and riposte, parry and riposte, parry and riposte. Their feet moved like dancers’ and bronze rang out on bronze or 
thudded on shield. Nikomedes was learned indeed, it seemed to Adalhard that they had gone through every pattern he’d studied 
on Kyros in the blink of an eye and several times he barely realized in time which counter Nikomedes was likely to use. 
 Adalhard switched to a foolish pattern and he caught Nikomedes smirking triumphantly as the point of his xiphos 
rushed toward the taller warrior’s chest. Dangerously, Adalhard stumbled forward and barely twisted out of the way of the 
thirsty sword. Sure of his victory now, Nikomedes pranced back nimbly-
 And fell over Adalhard’s foot behind him, just as Anaxagoras had on Rinth. Before Nikomedes could even hit the 
ground- and he was already readying himself to roll and spring up- Adalhard struck his sword with force enough to jar his 
grip on it and then disarmed him smoothly. He caught one last flash of the xiphos clattering away in the dim light and then his 
makhaira flew back toward Nikomedes.
 His adversary was not where he’d expected though and as Adalhard moved after him, Nikomedes shouted ‘NOW!’
 As Adalhard heard the sound of a bow being drawn behind one of the long curtains, he realized Nikomedes had been 
maneuvering him into this position.
 Rather than fire blindly, the thug ran out of his hiding place. Adalhard raised his shield in time, but Bowline didn’t and 
the bow was pointed at his robed chest. The sailor froze, as did Pahnsj beside him.
 Picking himself up properly, with his eyes casting about for his sword, Nikomedes was calm and smug, “Yes, I’ve 
heard about your friend here, Tibros’s other son. You or I can deal with a bowman, but he’s no warrior. So you’re going to drop 
that sword and I’m going out that window. After I’ve got a start to my ship, my man will let you all go. You’re welcome to 
pursue me, but I’ll be busy informing the king of your treason. And of course I’ll have more men around. Nice trick with your 
foot by the way.”
 Adalhard glanced back and forth between Nikomedes, calmly edging toward the window, and Bowline with the arrow 
pointed at his chest. Back and forth. He gauged the distance carefully. And sprang toward Nikomedes an instant before the bow 
twanged!
 He couldn’t spare a glance back; a moment’s hesitation could be fatal against this master warrior. But Nikomedes was 
well and truly caught off guard, unsure whether to dive for the window or for his blade where it lay on the ground. He decided 
on the latter, throwing himself into a roll.
 Adalhard’s every muscle and sinew worked in unison as he seized this last, best chance to end Nikomedes’s perfidy. 
Although he was moving as fast as he ever had, time seemed almost to halt. Out of the corner of his eye, he could see Pahnsj 
charging perpendicularly to himself at the archer by the curtains and he could tell just where Nikomedes’s roll would finish and 
where he’d stand up. Or where he planned to.
 As Adalhard’s left foot landed just where it needed to, he watched his right foot arc out with elegant grace and titanic 
force. It connected with Nikomede’s right temple- just as he knew it would- and as he felt the impact, he knew his enemy 
would be out cold for the moment.
 Pivoting with the momentum of his kick, Adalhard deftly snatched up a weighty book from one of the tables and 
hurled it at the archer. The book turned once, twice, and then struck the flinching man in the chest. It did him no harm, but 



distracted him while Pahnsj crashed into him, shield raised, and bore him to the ground before finishing him with his khopesh.
 Bowline had fallen to the floor in shock after the archer shot at him, but was sitting up now. He was unharmed as 
Adalhard knew he would be, the arrow harmlessly deflected by the brazen cuirass Adalhard had bade him wear under his robe. 
Evidently still unsure what had happened, he took the proffered hand up and then looked about the room.
 “I’m sorry-“ Adalhard began, but was immediately cut off.
 “Hey, shut up. I’m glad you did the smart thing. This whole time I was fucking terrified you’d do something stupid 
like take an arrow for me after making me wear your armor,” Bowline waved Adalhard to silence and was about to continue 
when Pahnsj, bloody and gruesome, interrupted him in turn.
 “It’s not safe here,” he was eyeing the windows as if he expected assailants to crash through at any moment.
 Adalhard nodded, returning to where Nikomedes lay without lowering his weapon. Nikomedes could well just be 
feigning unconsciousness. The kick hadn’t cracked his skull or drawn any blood, but from the supine man’s breathing and the 
way he was sprawled out- inconvenient for a surprise attack- he seemed to be genuinely out. All that was left was to finish him 
and end his schemes.
 Preparing for his swing, Adalhard steeled himself. Then Pahnsj spoke up, stepping in with that axe-like khopesh still 
dripping blood, “I told you not to get started killing. You don’t have to now.”
 “Yes I do. I have to. The Jutar need a warrior and I can’t betray their trust in me,”
 “Take an old mercenary’s advice: don’t let anyone own you.”
 “I don’t,” Adalhard matched Pahnsj’s grim tone, surprising himself, “Not even myself. Duty owns me and I shall have 
no other master.”
 The old warrior shook his head in resignation, “He’s yours. You bested him. He wronged you far more than he did me. 
I won’t stop you.”
 Adalhard turned back just in time to see Bowline’s cudgel crash down on Nikomedes’s skull. Though the sailor 
trembled, he didn’t drop the bludgeon as he pointed with his other hand back the way they’d come, “We’re finished here.”
 They left in silence and- at least for Adalhard- a dream-like confusion. Could it truly be finished? Where Anaxagoras 
had lain there was now a confused trail of blood leading about that room, but at the center of it- flapping slightly in the draft 
from the door which now hung open- was a packet of parchments. Bowline stooped to pick it up and pass it back to Adalhard 
as they passed through the door Anaxagoras must have left through and into the salt-breezed night of Argios. Here and there 
across the isle he could see torches and lights still burned in the great manors of other men, like a frail reflection of the stars up 
above. These had never before seemed so bright or so close and Adalhard wondered at the realization that the selfsame lights 
looked down on his homeland. With their celestial vantage, did they understand better than he did what had happened these last 
few months?
 Down by the shores of the sea- at Nikomedes’s own private dock- a black ship tossed in the silvery waves. It was not 
the Sea-Foam but a smaller vessel Xenophon had had one of his acquaintances ready for them, no questions asked. This was 
fortunate, for Adalhard felt as mute as Anaxagoras as he stepped up the gangplank and past those nervous sailors to take a seat 
on a rowing bench by Pahnsj.
 Looking north, he felt as if his eyes could pierce the darkness to see beyond the seas and the mountains and the forests 
to a little longhouse in the forests by the beaches of a faraway ocean where a pine-fire burned. Home had never felt so close. 
But somehow that was not entirely comforting. As he turned to Pahnsj at his right and the two of them took to the oar together, 
he wished he knew more of Pahnsj’s golden kingdom in the southern deserts. It was such an enormous world and he’d been 
able to see so little of it during his schooling. But somehow he couldn’t even ask about it.
 That night on the oar-bench together was the last he saw of the grizzled mercenary. Soon after they rowed out to where 
the Sea-Foam waited, Pahnsj took his leave on yet another ship. Someone else had hired him and he had work to do. Taciturn 
as ever, he gave no farewell and departed without warning. Still, Adalhard knew they parted in friendship.
 That night was also the last time he saw Captain Heron, for the other ship the Sea-Foam met was one of many- the 
captains of the southern sea had gathered at last to pass their judgments and make their plans. Into this council, Adalhard si-
lently introduced the papers he had found. Before Captain Heron- on whose face still danced a smoldering smile of cruel mirth 
at the world’s expense- he laid the one that had been placed on top. It was a draft, half-written but already signed and sealed by 
Nikomedes, of a request to the king that asked him to use his influence with these captains to ensure Heron was killed.
 Adalhard could not bear to look at the pirate a moment longer and returned immediately to the Sea-Foam, leaving 
Xenophon behind. He later heard that Heron was almost delighted to testify against the other conspirators and seal their fates 
as well, in a last act of his usual vindictive spite.
 For his own part, the northman wanted nothing more to do with any of the conspirators or their fates. He had a feeling 
almost as if further thinking about them and the vile things they did would infect him. Then too, he longed above all to finally 
wash his hands of them completely and begone. He had done his warrior’s role in stopping them and capturing them; the rest 
was a job for another sort of man.
 For this reason, he was not eager when the time came to meet the survivors of Kyros. Nevertheless, he tried to hide 
this disinterest from Bowline since the latter was nearly beside himself wanting to see his brother again. While the two surviv-
ing sons of Tibros were let alone to reconcile in the gardens outside the country manor the survivors were meeting in, Adal-
hard tried to explain what had happened. Sitting on the floor for hours in the stifling heat of that crowded guest-room, the task 
of explaining the truth was almost unbearable. Only the thought that he had to clear his good name for honor’s sake and that 
Yikashata- now nearly healed and fairly champing at the bit to tell the story- was on hand to help allowed him to continue.
 He’d never felt so weary as he did when he bade them all farewell and then slipped away before there could be any 
more questions, finally returning to the waiting Sea-Foam long after midnight. Few apologies had been forthcoming, but Adal-
hard was well and truly satisfied without them now that everyone at least knew he had never broken his vows or stained his 
honor with murder.
 And so he sloughed off another chain and took another northward step. 
 The hardest one to break yet remained. On nights too hot to sleep, he sometimes wondered whether he would regret 



leaving more than staying. Come morning he was always resolute again, but Adalhard suspected that Bowline sensed the 
indecision he was the cause of. Particularly since they were spending so much time together. With the isles in a sort of nervous 
calm while people waited to see if there would be another shocking revelation of a conspiracy, he and Bowline spent most days 
together on whichever island Captain Xenophon’s trading took him to. 
 Some weeks after the papers Anaxagoras had given them revealed Nikomedes for what he was, Captain Xenophon 
told Adalhard that the king had decided to pay him for his service. Adalhard wasn’t interested in the political explanation of 
this generosity or in the money- let alone in being honored simply for doing his duty by a foreigner who’d been taken in by 
Nikomedes’s lies. Eventually, Captain Xenophon- acting as a mediator- convinced him to accept a smaller sum with no need 
for a ceremony. With Bowline, Adalhard traveled to the farm on Petros he’d had to steal clothes from and the one closest to the 
fig tree he’d fed from and gave much of the money to the confused owners of each along with an apology. He gave the rest to 
Bowline to give to Eusebios in order to pay back Kyros for having stolen the makhaira which he wished to keep. Secretly, he 
hoped they might take some of the money- for it had been quite a lot indeed- and use it to re-build the school, but that seemed 
unlikely. With his debts repaid, he’d shed another binding. Only the tightest now was left.
 Isle by isle the ship worked its way north toward the mainland. As he and Bowline talked and visited and toured along 
the way, he tried to get enough of his friend to remember him by. In the end- days after he’d said his farewell to Captain Xeno-
phon and begun his long march back home across the mainland- he realized that he’d have to tell Bowline to return home, for 
the sailor showed no sign of deciding to go back of his own volition. He steeled himself while they rested and cooled their sore 
feet in a tide pool on a forested beach one morning. But first he had two more mysteries to resolve.
 The first was merely a formality, for he already knew the answer. “You bought me this armor,” he looked down at the 
submerged sand- pearl white- beneath his feet.
 Bowline laughed, “I knew you’d figure it out eventually. Yes, I did. And I won’t take it back. If you try to make me, 
then I will run from here to your homeland and deliver it in person to your chief to give it to you when you finally catch up.”
 “We never did find out who was the faster,” Adalhard smiled, “But I think I’d rather not know. Thank you, Bowline, 
I’ll keep the armor.” They sat and looked out over the sea again. It was almost grey, for the sky was cloudy and dark. Still 
beautiful. The second mystery was still a real riddle to him, for they’d never discussed it. “Why did you kill Nikomedes for 
me?”
 Bowline, for once, did not have an answer ready to jump into. Adalhard skipped a stone while he waited. Skip, skip, 
skip, skip, skip, skip, skip, skip, skip, plunk. He was getting better again.
 “Partly… I sort of hoped you’d be more likely to stay somehow. And partly I thought that if you do have to go back 
and be a warrior, your career shouldn’t start with striking down a man who couldn’t defend himself anymore. Someone had to 
do it, but not you. And you wouldn’t let Pahnsj. But mostly… mostly I wanted to do it. You and Eusebios and Captain Xeno-
phon… he tried to take you all away from me. And the beast who murdered my other brother worked for him,” Bowline trailed 
off.
 “That was well done then. You did your duty to your family,” Adalhard reassured him. “And… I need you to do that 
again.”
 Bowline looked at him like he wanted to pretend he didn’t understand. When Adalhard stood up, the little sailor did 
too, hefting his pack and looking along the shore to the north. But Adalhard shook his head, “When I wouldn’t stay with you, 
you thought you’d come with me.”
 “I’m your friend!”
 “Yes. The best. But that’s why I can’t let you come with me. You need to be with your family.”
 “I want to go with you! I’ll be part of your family.” Bowline spoke half-heartedly, knowing already what Adalhard’s 
answer would be.
 It took all his will to shake his head, “You can’t turn your back on your brother and your family in the isles. And my 
people are not your people. You don’t speak our tongue, our ways are not your ways, and you would miss out on the life you 
have here and can only have here. That’s why I need you to stay here. For you and the things you love to do.”
 “I knew… I knew this would happen someday,” Bowline’s eyes watered and he embraced his friend, “I won’t ever see 
you again, will I?”
 “Yes you will,” Adalhard corrected, “You’ll remember me. And I’ll remember you. When you remember someone 
well, they live and breathe and speak again. And you’ll tell your family about me, and I’ll tell mine about you. And they’ll 
remember us and our story too.” 
Not sure he’d have the heart to continue if he waited a moment longer, Adalhard gently disentangled himself and shouldered 
his pack. He could think of nothing else to say but a simple farewell. Then, after a last look, he turned to go before Bowline 
saw his eyes. 
His boots sunk into the sand and then into firmer dirt mixed with the aromatic leaves of the forest as he looked at the ground. 
For a long time he could hear Bowline shouting blessings and well-wishes from behind him. 
The last thing he heard as distance gradually swallowed up the voice was, “Hey! Adalhard! My name is Pamphilos!” 
Even after he could no longer hear anything and the trees had long since concealed them from one another, Adalhard felt for a 
long time that Bowline must still be standing there on the beach looking after him.
 Then, at last, that feeling passed and he was sure his friend was on his way home. With a smile only slightly forced, 
Adalhard squared his shoulders and re-balanced his pack and checked his sword. With a last stretch but no look back, the man 
began the long march home through the trackless wild.
 



The Phantom Thief of Wonderland
Chief Walker would rather have her interns—and her force—stay out of this ‘Bandersnatch’ business. But with Madeline 

hell-bent on catching the thief and Mark determined to help her do so, it seems the poor woman can’t win. Her only 
hope seems to lie with Verna City’s police chief. Surely, he’ll turn down Mark and Madeline’s offer…right?

 “I can’t believe you actually talked back to Chief Walker!” Marianne exclaimed, “What, you don’t like living 
anymore?”
 She and Mark walked down the sidewalk alongside the rows of apartment-style houses, with only the orange glow 
of the street lamps to guide their way. Since the two of them went in the same direction to get home every evening, it had 
become a ritual for them to head out together. Dodging yet another puddle, the brunette smirked. He knew that Marianne 
had been dying to say that all day.
 “That’s not it. The way I see it, Madeline wants to take down Bandersnatch, and if I help her…”
 “Then she’ll actually want to be your partner? No offense, but how do you know that? What if she knows that 
you’re trying to win her over and is using that to get what she wants?”
 Mark shook his head. “She’s made it clear that she’ll go after Bandersnatch no matter what. I’m just making sure 
she does it in a way that doesn’t get her expelled from the internship. She has nothing to gain from ‘using’ me.”
 Marianne hummed as she crossed her arms over her head. “I guess that’s true...I wonder why she’s after him—it’s 
a him, right?” She continued once Mark nodded, “—him, though. The Museum’s the first time anyone’s ever seen this guy, 
so it can’t be personal…”
 Mark shrugged. “If I had to guess, she’s just trying to prove that she’s not as bad as her great-granddad was.”

----------------------
 With tall buildings, people bustling from place to place, and shuttles and buses galore, Verna City was a sharp 
contrast to the still metropolitan, but rather humble, Aortis Town. The following Fivesday had the seven interns of the 
Aortis Police Department on one of those aforementioned buses towards the city’s center, on their way to White Rabbit’s 
studio.
 On my way to Bandersnatch, Madeline thought, sitting rigidly in her seat, fists clenched over her thighs as she 
fought back an excited grin. Finally, she’d be able to stop the thief; finally, she’d be the hero.
 Despite her excitement, however, Chief Walker’s words still managed to worm their way into her mind: How do 
you know that he isn’t planning something malicious specifically for you in revenge for trying to interfere the last time?
 Ridiculous! Why would the thief lure her all the way to another town just to kill her off? If he had wanted to take 
her out, he would’ve done it as she headed home, or while she was asleep, or something equally less obvious.
 But that simply begged of the question of why he wanted to lure her all the way to another town at all. Did he really 
enjoy the challenge of being pursued by someone? And why her, an intern? Why not a seasoned officer? Or was he just 
teasing her, knowing she was inexperienced and assuming that she couldn’t put up much of a fight? 

The redhead’s mood soured. What if that was it? But…but that didn’t make sense at all! Unless…he knew of 
her family’s legacy? Madeline shook her head. That didn’t make sense either. Bandersnatch was clearly an Outsider; he 
couldn’t possibly know of the Hatterslys. No, she wasn’t talking herself out of this; she had gone too far, done too much…
 …or rather, Mark has done too much…the redhead thought, eyes roaming to the seat next to her, where Mark sat, 
leaning over to the other side to talk to Marianne and the blue-haired girl’s partner.
 Another conundrum: why had Mark helped her get into White Rabbit’s studio? It didn’t benefit him at all—thanks 
to her, he and everyone else had had to take their first Ethics exam early and wake up early to take the bus to Verna, not to 
mention that he showed absolutely no interest in catching Bandersnatch…or was he just hiding his interest, waiting until 
Madeline weakened Bandersnatch enough to take her down, deliver the ‘finishing blow’ to the thief, and take the glory?
 “…being on our best behavior will really help things along. And that means accepting kindness when someone’s 
showing it…”
 Great. Now she was being haunted by her father’s words. If this keeps up, I’ll go mad, I swear. But she had to 
admit that without Mark, she wouldn’t be here right now…
 Clearing her throat, Madeline said, “Mark?” When the brunette didn’t turn around, she added, “Mark?”
 Mark turned around, barely concealing his surprise. “Yeah?”
 “…Thank you. For getting me here.”
 Slowly but surely, a grin spread on his face. He was making progress. “No prob—”
 “Wait,” Marianne’s partner, Ian Moore, replied, “What do you mean ‘for getting me here’?”
 Marianne, Madeline, and Mark froze. Madeline wanted to slam her head against the palm of her hand. How could 
she forget not to tell anybody?
 “It’s nothing. Forget what I said,” the redhead said, turning towards the window. 
 Unfortunately, Ian put two and two together and actually got four for once. “You mean to tell me that Mark was 
the reason we had to take the exam early?” he cried.
 All the interns whipped their heads towards Mark, their annoyance radiating from their expressions like heat. 

Madeline sighed. And this is why we can’t accept kindness, father.
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